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REACH: what is at stake?






Better knowledge on hazards, uses and risks
Improved communication in the supply-chain
Better safety and control measures
Reducing exposures and hence negative impacts
Substituting (gradually) hazardous substances
with less hazardous ones

 Registration & Classification: starting point for
pro-active product stewardship

Registration dossiers are vital…
They demonstrate that:
•
•
•
•

You know your portfolio
All necessary information is available
The chemical safety assessment is appropriate
and convincing
Your clients are informed adequately on how to
safely use your substances

 Provide confidence to authorities, consumers and
investors, that you take your corporate social
responsibility seriously
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…and are watched by authorities
• Convinced by your assessment and conclusions?
• Screened to identify substances of concern
• Assessed for the need for further risk
management measures, at company or EU level

 Proposals for the Candidate List of SVHCs,
Harmonised Classifications and Restrictions are
based on your registrations
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7 phases to REACH 2018
Know your portfolio
Find co-registrants
Share data
Assess hazards and risks
Prepare your dossier
Submit your registration
Keep your registration up-to-date

Know your portfolio
•

Identify if you need to register (role in the supply chain)
and if substances in your portfolio need to be registered

•

Identify and name your substances  unambiguous
identification essential for data sharing and joint submission
• Get your analytical data early!
• Useful for substance sameness discussion in SIEF
• If you buy a letter of access, it allows you to verify that data
from the Lead registrant are suitable for your substance
• Substance identification is very often targeted by ECHA

•

Plan your work and inform your downstream users
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Know your portfolio - Support
• Webinar ‘Know your portfolio and start preparing now’

• ‘Support/Registration’ section on ECHA website

• Sector specific guidance on substance identification
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Substance identification
•

Substance identity (SID) information is company specific
• You need detailed composition and analytical data
• Importer or only representative: Insist to get it from your nonEU supplier
• More advice on specific cases: Q&As - Substance identity

•

Improved format in IUCLID 6 for describing SID
• More options to inform on the tested substance
• Typical anomalies checked by the Validation Assistant
• Substance identity profile (SIP) for the joint submission: SID
boundaries to which submitted dataset applies

•

SID may be checked manually during completeness check
• Inconsistencies e.g. between name and composition
• Manufacturing process for UVCB substances
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Find your co-registrants
• Check your pre-registration
• Identify the lead registrant, or
• Find your co-registrants
• Discuss the sameness of your substance to
share data and submit jointly
• Joint submission for the same substance is
mandatory even in case of full opt-out

• Lead registrant
• Role can be taken only with the consent of the SIEF
members
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Find your co-registrants - Support
• Webinar ‘Find your co-registrants’
• ‘Support/Registration’ section on ECHA website

• The new generation of REACH-IT (since 21 June
2016): Improved means to find existing lead
registrants
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List of lead registrants

List of substances with lead registrants
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Newcomer to the market?
• Pre-registration still possible for substances
which have registration deadline on 31 May
2018 until 31 May 2017
• After that, the substance needs to be registered
before it can be manufactured/imported
• First step: Inquiry to ECHA
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Data sharing
• Organise your SIEF cooperation, or get active in
the existing SIEF
• Share data to meet your information requirements
• Negotiate costs in a fair, transparent and nondiscriminatory manner
• Share the costs of common data
• Clarified in 2016 by the Commission in an
Implementing Regulation (9/2016)
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Get organised with your co-registrants Support
• Webinar ’Get organised with your co-registrants’
• ‘Support/Registration’ section on ECHA website
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Assess hazard and risk
• Information required depends on tonnage and uses
• 1-10 tonnes: Possible reduced data requirements
for less hazardous substances
• Verify Annex III Inventory on ECHA website
• Justification needed in IUCLID 6

• > 10 tonnes: chemical safety report needed
• Pay attention to data quality: relevance, adequacy
and reliability
• Animal testing is the last resort: consider
alternatives
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Assess hazard and risk - Support
• Webinar ’Assess hazard and risk’
• Support/Registration on ECHA website

• Annex III inventory – ECHA
• Step by step Chemical Safety Assessment
• Synchronised with IUCLID
• Prepare exposure scenarios for SDS
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Before you start: Get to
know the information
requirements!
“Guide for SME
managers”
•

Advice tailored to business
managers

•

Simple-term explanations of
the information requirements

•

•

1 to 10 tonnes/year
registrations

•

10 to 100 tonnes/year
registrations

Reference document for
future business decisions
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Prepare your dossier
• Prepare your technical IUCLID dossier
•
•
•
•

Identity of the registrant
Identity of the substance
Information on the substance’s intrinsic properties
Information on use and exposure

• Chemical safety report annexed if above 10
tonnes/year

• ECHA provides IUCLID free of charge
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Prepare your dossier
• One-click installation
• Integrated help
• More structure for reporting SID, uses and
hazard data and improving data quality

• Members who fully rely on lead
registrant’s dossier can prepare their
dossier on-line in REACH-IT
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New in 2017: ECHA Cloud Services
• Service for SMEs released in 2 steps
1. IUCLID available as a web application (mid 2017)
2. Easier dossier preparation in IUCLID (end 2017)

• Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Latest version of IUCLID always available
Data stored and backed-up by ECHA
Data access from anywhere, at any time
Less need for manual exchange of data
Less resources for managing IUCLID installation and
hardware
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Submit your registration
•

Check and update the information in REACH-IT which is
relevant for registration

•

Carefully assess your SME status

•

Set up or join the joint submission in REACH-IT

•

Submit your registration dossier: first the lead registrant,
then all co-registrants

•

Follow up on the communication in the REACH-IT message
box
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Submit your registration

• More intuitive user interface
• Extensive help within the tool
• Easier identification of coregistrants and existing joint
submissions
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Changes in the registration process
• Additional verification in REACH-IT to prevent
duplicate joint registrations
• Joint registration is mandatory to ensure sharing of data
and no unnecessary testing on animals

• Revised technical completeness check
• ECHA’s experience in REACH implementation allows better
targeted completeness check rules
• Manual verification at completeness check starting in
2016 to ensure that justifications are plausible
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https://echa.europa.eu/reach-2018
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Phase content
• Introduction to
the topic
• Web articles on
relevant subtopics
• Comprehensive
collection of links
to further
material
• Explanatory
webinar
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Easy navigation

22

Tiered approach to the support material
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REACH 2018 Spring School
• Intensive REACH 2018 week
• Live Q&A tied to re-runs of
the webinars
• Practical examples for each
of the phases
• Animated videos
• Save the date: 15-19 May
2017
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Key messages
• Registration is challenging but manageable
• Have a solid plan for managing your registrations
by the 2018 deadline
• Support is available from ECHA,
authorities and industry organisations

national

…and remember to keep your registration
up-to-date!
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Follow the REACH 2018 Roadmap news at
http://echa.europa.eu/reach-2018
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Thank you!
christel.musset@echa.europa.eu

Subscribe to our news at
echa.europa.eu/subscribe
Follow us on Twitter
@EU_ECHA
Follow us on Facebook
Facebook.com/EUECHA

